
Sensory Processing Disorder

This sense is the KING of senses. It is the regulator that helps kids handle all their other senses. The more 
proprioceptive input the better! I always tell parents to start here if they want to see dramatic improvement.

What is SPD?
Sensory input comes from many different bodily systems. Our brains must sort all that information 
& decide what is important to focus on and if any input needs our immediate attention. The brain of 
a person with Sensory Processing Disorder struggles to filter & organize these sensations properly, 
often triggering a seemingly unnecessary fight or flight response.

Seekers and Avoiders
Some sensory input gets lost in the shuffle, causing a person to seek out that input. Imagine not 
being aware of your body’s weight or location in space but having to look with your eyes instead to 
see where you legs are or how you’re holding a pencil. Your body will crave rough touch, and jolting 
activities to make you feel grounded.

Others are overly sensitive to certain input & react in fear, anger or general avoidance. Imagine what 
it would feel like to be hyper aware of every bothersome sensation, continuously, throughout the day 
instead of being able to “tune it out”.

The Senses
Tactile
All things touch.

Some kids crave tactile input and will have individual preferences for soft, scratchy, sticky, etc.
They love to run their hands along things or get extra dirty via mud, food etc.

Some kids avoid tactile input. Their brain perceives it as a threat and will react with fear or aggression. 
This is especially troublesome with clothing choices and picky eating (because of texture issues).

Visual, Auditory, Smell
These are pretty self explanatory. Some kids crave it, some kids hate it. Proprioceptive input will help 
with it all in a general way. It’s worth noting that some auditory and visual issues actually stem from 
vestibular problems. If the inner ear isn’t working properly, hearing and things as simple as visual 
tracking during head movement become quite difficult.

Proprioception
Proprioception is input that comes from the joints. Think of it as how your body is aware of where it 
is in space. It’s all things weight and pressure.

All kids need proprioceptive input. But some kids are under-sensitive in this area so the proprioception 
they do get, gets lost in the shuffle. They then desperately need more proprioception and often seek 
it in very ROUGH ways. They bang, crash, chew and jump constantly!

Quick Reference

Vestibular
Vestibular input comes from the inner ear and affects all things balance and movement.

Some kids seek in this area and get input from swinging, hanging upside down and general movement 
like rocking. Some kids avoid this input out of fear. They typically hate heights and anything that 
knocks them “off balance”. They usually have gravitational insecurity.


